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Incessant acceleration of relativistic ions by an oblique shock wave
Shunsuke Usami, Hiroki Hasegawa, and Yukiharu Ohsawaa)

Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464-8602, Japan

~Received 12 December 2000; accepted 9 March 2001!

Motions of nonthermal, fast ions in an oblique shock wave are studied theoretically and numerically.
After the encounter with a shock wave, some of the fast ions get to move with it. Their energies then
increase once in each gyroperiod. Their momenta parallel to the magnetic field also increase. Thus,
these particles eventually escape, going away ahead of the wave. However, it is theoretically
predicted that under certain circumstances, owing to relativistic effects, particles cannot go faster in
the direction of the shock propagation than the wave. Some particles therefore cannot escape from
the wave. Accordingly, the acceleration could be repeated indefinitely. This idea is examined by
means of a one-dimensional, relativistic, electromagnetic, particle simulation code with full ion and
electron dynamics. The simulations demonstrate that the repeated acceleration of relativistic ions
does occur. The acceleration processes were observed to continue until the end of simulation run.
Also, it is shown that as the theory predicts, a higher energy particle can gain a greater amount of
energy. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1369120#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Motivated by the observations of high-energy partic
in astrophysical plasmas1–5 or by the idea of plasma-base
accelerators,6,7 intensive theoretical and computational stu
ies have been made by many authors.8–25 Stochastic accel-
eration models such as Fermi acceleration have been o
discussed for the production of cosmic rays.8–11 Simulation
studies, however, have revealed that there are various
stochastic, particle acceleration mechanisms in lar
amplitude plasma waves with coherent structure.12–25

In a multi-ion-species plasma like space plasmas, wh
hydrogen is the major ion component, a magnetosonic sh
wave can accelerate some hydrogen ions via reflection by
large electric potential,12–17,26–28all the heavy ions by the
transverse electric field,18,19 and some electrons by longitu
dinal and transverse electric fields.20,21 Since the magneto
sonic wave is one of the most fundamental waves in as
physical plasmas, these acceleration mechanisms
believed to play an important role in the production of hig
energy particles in interplanetary, solar, and astrophys
plasmas.

Furthermore, it was found that a shock wave can furt
accelerate nonthermal, fast ions by a mechanism22–25 differ-
ent from the above three. In a shock wave propagating
pendicular to a magnetic field, fast ions barely entering
shock wave gain energies from the transverse electric fie22

These fast ions can return to the upstream region from
shock wave because their speeds are much faster tha
shock propagation speedvsh. While they are in the shock
region, they move in the direction nearly parallel to the tra
verse electric field formed in the wave; thereby they g
energy. ~They eventually move to the downstream regi
after a while.! When particles encounter with a shock wa
propagating obliquely to a magnetic field, some fast ions

a!Electronic mail: ohsawa@phys.nagoya-u.ac.jp
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get to move with it for some periods of time, several gyr
periods, and be accelerated several times by the transv
electric field;23–25 these particles experience energy jum
once in each gyroperiod while they are moving with t
wave.25 In this process, particle momentum parallel to t
magnetic field,pi , increases at the moments when the p
ticle goes in the shock wave and goes out to the upstre
region.23,24 Hence, after moving with the shock wave, th
fast particle goes away ahead of it. It is because the par
velocity ~averaged over a gyroperiod! in the direction of the
wave normal is given by;v i cosu, wherev i is the velocity
parallel to the magnetic field andu is the angle between th
magnetic field and the wave normal.

However, the magnitude of parallel velocityv i is limited
by the speed of lightc, even if pi is increased indefinitely.
Owing to this relativistic effect, under certain situations, t
time-averaged fast-ion velocity in the direction of the wa
normal cannot exceed the shock propagation speedvsh, i.e.,
fast ions moving with the shock wave cannot escape from
It is therefore expected that these particles could suffer
peated acceleration indefinitely, unless some other eff
such as slowing down of the shock speed are given to
process. This paper investigates this phenomenon by th
and simulation.

In Sec. II, we describe physical processes leading to
acceleration of fast ions and give a theoretical estimate
the magnitude of an energy jump. Also, we derive conditio
under which the indefinitely repeated acceleration can t
place. In Sec. III, by using a one-dimensional~one space
coordinate and three velocity components!, relativistic, elec-
tromagnetic, particle simulation code with full ion and ele
tron dynamics, we demonstrate that some fast~relativistic!
ions can move with an oblique shock wave for very lo
periods of time and be accelerated many times. During
simulation run, the acceleration processes continued with
cease. Also, we show that a higher energy particle can ob
6 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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a greater amount of energy. In Sec. IV, we will summar
our work.

II. CONDITIONS FOR INCESSANT ACCELERATION

A. Physical considerations

For the definiteness, we assume that the external m
netic field is in the (x,z) plane,

B05B0~cosu,0,sinu!, ~1!

with the angleu in the region 0,u,p/2 and that the shock
wave is propagating in thex direction (]/]y5]/]z50) with
a propagation speedvsh. We then consider the motion of
fast ion whose speedv is higher thanvsh; and therefore
much higher than the Alfve´n speedvA ,

v@vA . ~2!

A fast particle entering the shock region can return to
upstream region again, because of the gyromotion withv
@vsh.

Relation~2! gives another important effect. Letr be the
gyroradius andvci be the relativistic ion gyro-frequency,

vci5qiB/~micg!, ~3!

with B the magnetic field strength andg the Lorentz factor,

g5~12v2/c2!21/2, ~4!

then substitution of the relationv;rvci in Eq. ~2! yields

r@c/vpi , ~5!

wherevpi is the ion plasma frequency. Because the width
the transition region~shock ramp! of an oblique shock wave
is of the order of the ion skin depthc/vpi , Eq. ~5! means
that the gyroradius of a fast ion is much greater than
ramp width. The shock profile can thus be approximated b
step function when we analyze the motion of a fast ion. W
will call the region immediately behind the thin shock ram
the strong field region, where the magnetic field, transve
electric field, electric potential, and plasma density have h
values~see Fig. 1!. The term ‘‘shock region’’ in this pape
includes the shock ramp and strong field region. Roug
speaking, these quantities,Bz , Ey , w, and n, have similar
profiles in the laboratory frame, whileBy , Ex , andEz are
proportional to]Bz /]x.20,29,30

By virtue of these effects, it can be shown that the p
allel momentum of a fast ion,

FIG. 1. Schematic shock profile. Width of the shock ramp is much sma
than gyroradius of a fast ion.
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pi5p•B/B, ~6!

always increases when the particle enters and goes out o
shock region.25,23,24If the particle goes into the shock regio
at t5t in and goes back to the upstream region att5tout, then
the increase inpi in these processes is given by

dpi5@p1'~ tout!2p1'~ t in!#•B0 /B0 , ~7!

wherep1' is the perpendicular momentum measured in
strong field region.25 The subscripts 0 and 1 refer to quan
ties in the upstream and strong field regions, respectiv
Becausep(t) is continuous, we havep5p0i1p0'5p1i
1p1' at t5t in and att5tout. Figure 2 shows a schemati
diagram ofp and B at t5t in ~upper picture! and att5tout

~lower picture!. We note thatB1z is greater thanB0z in a
shock wave.20,29,30 Evidently, p1'(t in)•B0,0 and p1'(tout)
•B0.0. Hence, the left-hand side of Eq.~7! is positive; thus,
dpi.0. Because of this effect, time-averaged velocity in t
x direction,;v i cosu, increases, and some of the fast io
begin to move with the shock wave after the encoun
with it.

Another important process takes place while the part
is in the shock region, i.e., during the time fromt5t in to t
5tout. The particle gains a large amount of energy from t
transverse electric field; to which the gyration velocity the
is roughly parallel.

Accordingly, if a fast ion encounters a shock wav
firstly, some fraction ofp' of the particle is transferred topi

at t5t in . Secondly,p' is increased in the strong field region
Thirdly, at t5tout, some fraction ofp' is converted topi

again, and the particle goes out to the upstream region.
ing to the gyromotion, it can enter the shock region ag
and undergo the same processes. Figure 3 illustrates orb
a fast ion moving with and being accelerated by a sho

r

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of magnetic fields and momenta att5t in and at
t5tout . They are projected on the (x,z) plane. BecauseB1z.B0z , pi in-
creases.
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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wave. If the particle moves with the shock wave for a lo
period of time, these processes would be repeated m
times; it would occur if the particle velocity has the relatio

v i cosu;vsh. ~8!

Particles withv i cosu,vsh will be caught up with by the
shock wave if they are initially in the upstream region. B
causepi ~and hencev i) is increased on the collision with th
shock wave, relation~8! will be satisfied for some particle
after the collision. They will get to move with the shoc
wave. Whenv i becomes sufficiently large,v i cosu.vsh, the
particles go away ahead of the shock wave.

We show in Fig. 4 such an example obtained from
particle simulation; the method and detailed results of p
ticle simulations will be described in the next section. T
dotted line in the upper panel represents the location of
shock front propagating in thex direction with a propagation
angleu545°. The solid line represents thex position of a
fast particle;x is normalized toc/vpe . The oscillation ofx is
due to the gyromotion. The particle is in the upstream reg
initially and encounters the shock wave atvpet5480. How-
ever, it quickly goes out to the upstream region atvpet
5580. It again enters the shock region atvpet5920 and
soon returns to the upstream region. It then goes away a
of the shock wave. The bottom panel shows that the ene
g rapidly increases while the particle is in the shock regi

FIG. 3. Illustration of fast ion orbit moving with a shock wave. The orbit
the shock region is denoted by the solid line where the acceleration t
place, while the one in the upstream region is denoted by the dotted
Strictly speaking, the gyromotions in the shock and upstream regions ar
in the same plane.

FIG. 4. Time variations ofx position and Lorentz factorg of a fast ion.
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The particle speed, however, cannot exceed the spee
light c. Hence, if the propagation angleu and shock speed
vsh have the relation

c cosu;vsh, ~9!

then no particle would go away ahead of the shock wave
this case, particles withv i;c could move with the shock
wave for extremely long periods of time, during which the
would gyrate many times and be accelerated many tim
The acceleration will occur once in each gyroperiod.

B. Magnitude of energy jump

We now estimate the amount of energy that a parti
gains through the motion in the strong field region. Taki
the scalar product of the relativistic equation of motion w
momentump, we have

d

dt S p2

2 D5qi p•E. ~10!

We obtain the magnitude of an energy jump by integrat
Eq. ~10! along the unperturbed orbit in the strong field r
gion. We can use the unperturbed orbit because the par
energy is supposed to be quite large.22 Particle orbit in a
constant magnetic fieldB1 may be described as

x~ t !5v it cosu11r sinu1 cos~2vcit1h!1ax , ~11!

y~ t !5r sin~2vcit1h!1ay , ~12!

z~ t !5v it sinu12r cosu1 cos~2vcit1h!1az , ~13!

whereu1 , h, ax , ay , andaz are constant. In the presence
electric fields, effects of theE3B drift may be added to Eqs
~11!–~13!. The magnitude of the drift velocity is, howeve
supposed to be much smaller than the speed of fast ions.
momentum is then given as

px~ t !5p1i cosu11p1' sinu1 sin~2vcit1h!, ~14!

py~ t !52p1' cos~2vcit1h!, ~15!

pz~ t !5p1i sinu12p1' cosu1 sin~2vcit1h!. ~16!

If we substitute Eqs.~11!–~16! in Eq. ~10! and integrate
over time from t5t in to t5tout, we obtain the increase
in p2 as

dS p2

2 D5qip1iEi~ tout2t in!2
2qip1'

vci

3~Ex sinu12Ez cosu1!sinS 2
vci~ tout1t in!

2
1h D

3sinS 2
vci~ tout2t in!

2 D1
2qip1'

vci
Ey

3cosS 2
vci~ tout1t in!

2
1h D sinS 2

vci~ tout2t in!

2 D .

~17!

Here,Ei5Ex cosu11Ezsinu1; here, contribution ofBy is ne-
glected, which is small compared withBz andBx . The first
term on the right-hand side can be neglected, becauseEi is

es
e.
ot
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usually small in magnitude in magnetohydrodynamic wa
and changes sign as one moves from the shock ramp to
strong field region.~In these calculations, contributions from
the thin shock ramp are not included.! If both ~2! and~8! are
satisfied, then the quantity (vsh2^vx&)(tout2t in) should be
small compared withr, where^vx& is the average velocity in
the x direction; ^vx&;v i cosu. It then follows that

2p2~2vcit in1h!.~2vcitout1h!2~2p!. ~18!

That is,

cosS 2
vci~ tout1t in!

2
1h D.21. ~19!

Then, Eq.~17! is reduced to

dS p2

2 D52
2qip1'

vci
Ey sinS 2

vci~ tout2t in!

2 D . ~20!

Equation~20! gives an amount of energy that a fast partic
gains per one gyroperiod. The energy increase depend
the time periodtout2t in . Obviously, when

vci~ tout2t in!.p, ~21!

it takes its maximum value,

d~p2/2!52qip1'Ey /vci . ~22!

A fast particle can undergo energy jumps given by Eq.~22!
many times in one shock wave.

It is interesting to note that the right-hand side of E
~22! increases with increasing particle energy. From the
lation g5@11p2/(mi

2c2)#1/2, we have

dg5
1

mi
2c2g

dS p2

2 D . ~23!

We substitute Eq.~22! in Eq. ~23!. Then, since bothp1'

(5migv') and 1/vci are proportional tog, we find

dg;av'g, ~24!

wherea is a constant. Becausev' is supposed to be of th
order of c, this relation between the energyg and energy
increasedg nearly coincides with the one assumed in t
Fermi acceleration model;8 even though the two mechanism
are different. The statistical study of this mechanism, i
acceleration by many shock waves, will thus be quite int
esting. We here, however, restrict ourselves to the proce
occurring in one shock wave.

III. SIMULATION

A. Simulation method and parameters

We now study the acceleration numerically. Since
simulation method was described in detail in the previo
papers,22,25 we only briefly mention it.

We use a one-dimensional~one space coordinate an
three velocity components!, relativistic, electromagnetic
particle simulation code with full ion and electro
dynamics.31,32 The total system length is quite long;Lx

58192Dg , whereDg is the grid spacing. This will enable u
to observe long time behavior of waves and particles.
Downloaded 18 Oct 2006 to 133.6.32.11. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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lengths and velocities in the simulations were normalized
Dg andvpeDg , respectively, wherevpe is the spatially av-
eraged plasma frequency.

As space plasmas, the code contains hydrogen~H!, he-
lium ~He!, and electrons. Ions consist of thermal bulk pa
ticles and nonthermal fast ones. The electrons and ther
ions initially have Maxwellian velocity distribution func
tions. All the fast ions initially have the same speed~same
Lorentz factorg0) as isotropic momentum distributions. Th
abundance of the fast ions is quite small; in the present si
lations it is one percent for each run.

The simulation parameters are the following: The ion-
electron mass ratio ismH /me550; the speed of light isc
54; the electron skin depth isc/vpe54; the initial electron
and ion thermal velocities arevTe51.04 and vTH5vTHe

50.04, respectively. The frequency ratiovce /vpe is 1.5 in
the upstream region; thus, the Alfve´n speed isvA50.79. The
ratio between the two ion-cyclotron-frequencies
vcH /vcHe52. The mass-density ratio isnHemHe/(nHmH)
50.4. The number of electrons isNe5576 000. The time
stepDt is typically vpeDt50.05, so thatDt is much smaller
than the plasma and cyclotron periods even in the sh
region. The external magnetic field is in the (x,z) plane, and
waves propagate in thex direction. The angleu (tanu
5Bz0 /Bx0) was taken to beu561°.

B. Simulation results

We show in Fig. 5 profiles ofBz in an oblique shock
wave at various times. The shock speed is observed to
vsh52.13vA ; hence, the relation for the incessant accele
tion, c cosu;vsh, is satisfied. Figure 6 displays the field pr
files atvpet52000. Note thatBz andEy greatly increase in
the shock region. Thex component ofB, which is not shown
here, is constant.

In this run, the initial Lorentz factor of fast ions wa
g052. We show in Fig. 7 time variations ofx, g, pi , p' ,
andv ix ~5v iBx0 /B) of a fast ion particle accelerated repea
edly. Here,x, p, andv ix are normalized toc/vpe , mic, and
c, respectively. In the top panel, the solid and dotted lin

FIG. 5. Profiles ofBz of an oblique shock wave at various times.
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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represent, respectively, thex position of the particle and
leading edge of the shock wave at whichBz begins to sharply
rise. The particle encounters the shock wave atvpet5150. It
then quickly goes back to the upstream region owing to
gyromotion and soon enters the shock region again. T
process is repeated many times with nearly the gyroper

FIG. 6. Snapshots of field profiles. Electric and magnetic field profiles
vpet52000 are plotted. They are normalized toB0.

FIG. 7. Time variations ofx, g, pi , p' , andv ix of a fast ion being repeat-
edly accelerated.
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which gradually becomes longer because the particle en
is increased. The second panel shows that the energyg in-
creases stepwise when the particle is in the shock reg
During the run, the energy jumped seven times. When
simulation was finished, i.e., atvpet54000, the particle was
still moving with the shock wave and the process was c
tinuing. The perpendicular momentump' greatly increases
when g increases; right before and after this change,p'

decreases andpi increases. In other words, when the partic
is in the strong field region, it gains energy from the elect
field Ey . At the moment when it goes in or goes out of th
shock region,pi increases andp' decreases with the energ
unchanged. The quantityv ix takes small values in the shoc
region and large values in the upstream region, becauseBz is
large in the strong field region. From the bottom panel, the
fore, we see the times when the particle is in the strong fi
region. Also, it shows a measure of average particle velo
in the x direction. In particular, when the particle is in th
upstream region where the motions induced byE are not
present,v ix is exactly the time-averagedvx .

Figure 8 displays time variations ofv, v i , v' , andvx

for the same particle. They are all normalized toc. The speed
v increases stepwise with time, as the energyg does. How-
ever, the magnitude of jump gradually decreases sincev is
limited by the speed of lightc. The parallel speed also in
creases with time and becomes close toc. In contrast,v'

slowly decreases with time, even though it gets larger wh
the particle is in the shock region. This is a reflection of t
fact shown in Fig. 7 thatpi increases steadily with time
whereasp' only fluctuates around a roughly constant valu
The bottom panel showsvx . It is oscillating, and its average
value is approaching the shock speed;vsh is indicated by the

t

FIG. 8. Time variations ofv, v i , v' , andvx .
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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dotted line. This suggests that the process would have
tinued for a longer period of time if the simulation was n
terminated atvpet54000.

We show in Fig. 9 another example of repeated acc
eration. In this case, a fast particle is accelerated nine tim
The propagation angle here isu566°, and the shock speed
vsh51.82vA . The other parameters are the same as the
vious ones. The features of the change inx, g, pi , p' , and
v ix described in Figs. 7 are also observed in this case.

As indicated by Eq.~22!, the magnitude of an energ
jump can be large if the initial energy is high. Figures 10 a
11 demonstrate this. We examined cases with initial ene
g056 ~Fig. 10! andg0510 ~Fig. 11!, with the other param-
eters the same as those in Fig. 7. Becauseg is large, the
gyroperiod and gyroradius are both much larger than
previous ones.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

By using a one-dimensional, relativistic, electroma
netic, particle simulation code, we have studied incess
acceleration of nonthermal, fast ions by a shock wave pro
gating obliquely to a magnetic field. We focused on the c
where some fast ions cannot escape from the shock w
because of relativistic effects; in which indefinitely repea
acceleration is expected.

If there are fast ions withv i cosu,vsh in front of a shock
wave, they will be caught up with by the shock wave. The
some of them can gain energy from the transverse ele
field formed in the wave; in this process,p' andg increase

FIG. 9. Another example of accelerated particle. Here, time variations ox,
g, pi , p' , andv ix are shown. The propagation angle isu566°, and the
shock speed isvsh51.82vA .
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simultaneously. In addition, just before and after the ene
jump of a particle, i.e., at the moments when it goes in a
out of the shock region,pi ~and hencev i) increases. This
results from the fact thatBz is large in the shock region; th
energyg is therefore unchanged in this process. The aver
velocity in thex direction,;v i cosu, then becomes higher
and the particle gets to move with the shock wave. If the
processes~increase ing andpi) are repeated a few times an
if c cosu@vsh, then the particle would escape, going aw
ahead of the shock wave, becausev i cosu becomes larger
than the shock speedvsh. The acceleration then ceases.

However, if the conditionc cosu;vsh is satisfied, the
fast particle moving with a shock wave cannot go ahead
the wave. That is, they cannot escape from the shock w
becausev i cosu cannot exceed the shock speedvsh; the par-
ticle speed~and hencev i! is always lower than the speed o
light c. As a result, the acceleration processes, increaseg
andpi , could be repeated indefinitely.

Indeed, our simulations have demonstrated that if
condition c cosu;vsh is satisfied, then some fast ions ca
move with the shock for extremely long periods of time. T
acceleration processes took place many times in an obl
shock wave; when the simulation was terminated, the p
cesses were still going on. It was also observed that
amount of an energy jump increases with the particle ene

The acceleration was not finished during the simulat
runs with a finite system size. It will thus be an importa
subject of future research to investigate the attainable m
mum energy for specific situations. A possible mechani
limiting the acceleration is the decrease in the shock pro

FIG. 10. Time variations ofx, g, pi , p' , andv ix of an accelerated fast ion
Its initial energy isg056.
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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2672 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 6, June 2001 Usami, Hasegawa, and Ohsawa
gation speed. Becausev i does not decrease in this mech
nism, the particle would go ahead of the wave if the sho
propagation speed is reduced. The decrease in the shock
plitude or in the Alfvén speed will lead to the slowing dow
of the shock speed. Also, if the gyroradius is extremely lar
the acceleration processes may suffer some modification
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FIG. 11. Time variations ofx, g, pi , p' , and v ix of a fast ion
with g0510.
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